
OKA 149 Air/Fuel Modifications. 

Dyno tuning and Injector Pump modifications were done by Ray Miller at Turbo Engineering. 

Dyno Before All Modifications: 

 

The initial dyno above showed the engine at least 10kw down on power and also low on torque. This was a surprise given #149 

has done only 68,000Kms since the engine and IP were fully reconditioned and rebuilt.  

I left any further tuning to be done after all intake modifications were completed as part of the final full IP dyno tune. Final tune 

discovers the reason for the poor output above. 

List of Modifications: 

1. Wastegated Turbo:  this document OKA149IntakeMods_InitialDyno&Turbo.pdf 

2. Optiair 1100 Filter:  see separate    OKA149IntakeMods_AirFilter.pdf 

3. Fan Driven Air to Air Intercooler: see separate    OKA149IntakeMods_Intercooler.pdf 

4. Other Mods and Final Dyno: see separate    OKA149IntakeMods_Other_IPTune&FinalDynos.pdf 

a. Remove 100K Delimiter Piston: 

b. Free up Injector Pump Fuel Pin: 

c. Injector Pump Upgrade Kit: 

d. Final Dyno Tune: 

http://www.turboengineering.com.au/index.htm


Wastegated Turbo:  

Externally the new watsegated turbo (left) looks very similar to the original (right) except for the wastegate which makes the 

unit about 15mm longer. Based on the final results the internals must be very different. 

 

Fitting the turbo was realtively straight forward, the major differences being  

1. the extra length meant the dump pipe mounting bracket needed to be shifted forward relative to the block by 15mm 

2. location of the gear lever connecting rod  which was rubbing against the wastegate. 

As with all changes to #149 any modifications were undertaken keeping in mind the need for future maintenance and the 

potential need to revert to original parts.  



The length problem could have been fixed by a combination of grinding back the face of the mounting bracket and slotting out 

the bolt holes. Given the amount of material that had to be taken off and that this mount takes the full weight of the exhaust 

back to the muffler to maintain a good seal betwwen the dump pipe and the turbo, I decided it was just as easy to weld up a 

new mount with the plate moved forward 15mm. 

 

The gear lever problem could have been solved by modifying the wastegate piston mounting plate on the turbo to move the 

piston round a little higher on the turbo. It looked like there was just enough room to do this without interfering with the 

incoming oil line on top of the turbo and the piston should still line up enough with the actuator. I was very tempted to do this 

because I already had 149’s gear changes working perfectly for some time after a lot of trial and error. 

But, I had the gear lever and transfer case selector rods out anyway so I decided to attack the devil I knew instead.

 

 

The rods were bent keeping the six relative positions of the 2 x two rod ends, the gear 

lever rotation tab and the point where transfer case lever slides between the guide plates 

on the chassis rail fixed as shown marked above. 

Bending tools used: 

1. propane torch,  

2. heavy sledge hammer and  

3. railway sleepers as shown right 

There was little change in the length of the rods after bending, with enough thread on the 

gear lever rod end to take up the difference. The transfer case rod end was a bit close to 

the end of its thread so I extended the lugs at the other (ie front) end by welding about 

20mm in where it connects to the lever with the pin and split pin. 



Original Turbo:      New Turbo:

 

As well as the bending I finally decided to increase the length of the tab that supports the gear lever radius rod (as shown below 

left.) This decreases the size of the gear lever H pattern as described by Brett ages ago here. My original radius rod was a bit 

short and as a result of the changes the rod end was toward the end of its thread so I made up a new one and adjusted its length 

to get the gear lever nicely centred east west. Adjusting the gear lever rod end (below right) to get the gear lever north south 

movement right took a couple of goes. Same as last time the right position is down to one turn. The increased height of the tab 

improves the H pattern east west but not north south. It is important that the socket of the rod end does not bottom out 

anywhere in the 360⁰ where it sits on its ball joint. This is done easily in neutral east west when the big locknut on the rod end is 

finally tightened. On 149 in addition to the rod length affecting the north south gear lever clearance, the angle that the 

mounting bracket makes with the gear box lever shown in red affects the ball joint clearance. If the angle is too acute it bottoms 

out at the front and too large at the back. As before, I had to test clearance with the lever in 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 to get the right angle.

 

Turbo shown connected to original Inlet pipe straight to manifold. 

 

http://www.byles.net/www.oka4wd.com/maintenance/955-spicer-gear-selector-linkage?limitstart=0#3572

